
Habitat ReStore Cabinet Program  CUSTOMER 

The following is a brief overview of the custom cabinet program and guidelines.  

This program is intended to offer a very nice cabinet product while providing inmates at 

the Crowley Correctional facility receive real vocational training in the highly skilled field 

of cabinet making. The proceeds from cabinet sales as with proceeds from all sales at 

the ReStore help to fund the efforts of Fort Collins Habitat for Humanity in building high-

quality, energy efficient homes in partnership with lower-income, qualified families in 

our community.  

Please note this program intended to offer complete kitchens and bathroom cabinetry 

only. With the exception of a bath cabinet order, a minimum of six (6) cabinets are 

required to place an order.  

What is mentioned here is not necessarily a complete overview but meant to give some 

guidance for the ReStore customer when they are making their decisions regarding the 

choice and layout of the cabinetry.  

These cabinets are available in Red Oak, Maple, Alder and paint grade. Other woods can 

be selected though will bear a higher price.  

There is standard hardware as shown in the cabinet catalogue and standard finishes. 

There is also a catalogue with other hardware choices. 

As well as the choice of species, styles and finish it is critical to get some measurements 

so that the design team has what it needs to design the space. 

1. Height and width of walls 

2. Measure from the corner to the center of where the sink base and stove will be 

placed.  

3. Type of Refrigerator and size; i.e. double door, single door with freezer on top or 

drawer on bottom.  

4. Placement of dishwasher; size. 

5. If there is a window (for instance above a sink) measure from corner of the wall 

to the window edge specifying if the corner is on the right or left.  

6. Determine if they want a range hood, over-the stove microwave, or cabinet 



7. It is also important to measure where any interior or exterior doors are placed. 

Measure from the corner of the wall to the closest edge of the door.  

8. In the corner, a determination must be made if there will be a lazy-susan or a 

blind corner cabinet. The door standard for the lazy-susan is a bi-fold style.  

9. Any single door cabinet must have handing specified; hinge on right or left side? 

 

Again, there is standard hardware or upgrades can be included. Soft close hinges and 

drawer slides are available. Many kinds of pulls and knobs are available through the HDL 

catalogue.  

The Habitat Catalogue shows the cabinetry and sizes available.  

The cabinetry is available in various styles for drawer’s fronts and cabinet doors; 

Raised panel, recessed panel, Shaker flat panel in partial or full overlay (overlaying the 

styles and rails)  

Keep in mind that standard kitchen lower cabinet height without countertop is 34 and 

1/2 inches and that standard bathroom vanity height is 31 and 1/8 inches though 

vanities can be made at the kitchen height as well.  

The manufacturer does not manufacture countertops nor do we have any vendors for 

such. The countertops will need to be purchased by the customer separately. 

There are standard pantry and drawer pull outs and waste basket pull outs and there 

are also many other choices available through the HDL catalogue.  

ADA compliant cabinets are also available.  

Once cabinetry sizes, styles, hardware and finish is decided on, the basic layout with 

measurements will be sent to the manufacturer and they will design/redesign as needed 

to come up with a final and workable layout. The initial design will be given with a price 

estimate. 

Any changes to the design or componentry of the design may change that estimate.  

Once the final design is received, it is very important for the customer to again confirm 

it. There will be no returns or refunds due to inaccurate measurements.   



Once the final order is placed it will be three to six weeks before delivery. 

At the time of the final order a fifty percent deposit is required.  

Cabinets can be delivered directly to the job site. However, if that is the case the 

balance of the order must be paid at the ReStore. There will be no C.O.D. deliveries.  

The order may also be picked up at the ReStore. Payment in full must be received before 

customer takes possession. 

We do not offer installation nor make any recommendation for installers. 

There are no returns/refunds for cabinets incorrectly measured or 

ordered.  

There are four catalogues available for customers to take home to help them with their 

selections. There is a sign out sheet for these catalogues. The Restore would like these 

catalogues returned to us once the customer has completed their basic layout whether 

they place an order or not. There is no deposit for the Cabinet Catalogues.  

The HDL catalogue may also be lent out for a maximum of three nights so the customer 

may look over hardware choices for their layout. Nothing in this catalogue is available 

for sale separately. It is solely for the purpose of requesting hardware for a cabinet 

project.  

 A $10.00 refundable deposit is required to take the HDL catalogue out.  

Please get assistance from a ReStore staff member if you would like to take a catalogue 

out or would like further information.    

 


